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The Charlesworth Group collaborates with Cabell’s in China 

The Charlesworth Group is delighted to announce a new partnership with Cabell’s Database to 

support their outreach in China and assist their members with exclusive discounts on specialized 

Language Editing services.  

With a strong reputation, and over 15 years of expertise in the Chinese market, The Charlesworth 

Group is positioned to sell content effectively in the Chinese market through their China Expert 

Services. These services are designed to help publishers develop and grow their presence in China 

using the expertise of local staff who advise and assist with marketing and sales services. The 

Charlesworth Group will support Cabell’s with print and online sales, management of subscription 

renewals and new sales opportunities. As a leading agent for the licensing of content into major 

consortia in China, The Charlesworth Group will be assisting Cabell’s in this area as well. 

Additionally, The Charlesworth Group has entered into a referral partnership with Cabell’s. The 

partnership aims to encourage non-native English speaking authors to have their papers polished by 

The Group’s professional editors prior to submitting to a journal. The service is designed to improve 

the quality of submissions, benefiting both authors and editors.  

Caitlin Meadows, Publishing Services Director for The Charlesworth Group, said: “We are delighted 

to be working with Cabell’s. Their recently-relaunched Database is an important resource that 

benefits the academic community as a whole, and we look forward to supporting them with their 

continued growth, not least in the context of the Chinese academic market.” 

About Cabell’s 

Cabell’s is a resource that specializes in connecting researchers, librarians, and academics to the 

journal titles they need. Cabell’s was founded in 1978 by Dr. David W. E. Cabell. As a young professor 

of Management, Dr. “Dave” Cabell, sought an easier way for tenure committees, professors, 

researchers and doctoral students to find detailed information for the purpose of evaluating and 

selecting academic journals. 

Today, over 36 years later, Cabell’s has expanded into an interactive, searchable database which 

covers 18 distinct academic disciplines and contains information about more than 11,000 journals. 

Through our continued partnerships with major academic publishers, journal editors, scholarly 

societies and accreditation agencies, we provide accurate, up-to-date details about academic 

journals to more than 750 universities world-wide. 



Cabell’s goal is to facilitate scholarly communication by helping researchers select the most 

appropriate outlets for their work. The database provides manuscript and review process guidelines, 

journal quality metrics, submission criteria and all the other information researchers might need to 

match their manuscripts with the journals most likely to be interested in publishing their work. 

Through a new journal ratings feature, Cabell’s also allows researchers to share their own 

submission and publication experiences and to gain valuable insight from their colleagues’ 

experiences. A comprehensive database of journal submission information, Cabell’s is a powerful 

tool designed to help researchers search, filter and compare journals when making decisions about 

publication. 

About The Charlesworth Group    
The Charlesworth Group offers customizable and trusted publishing services, innovating and 

educating from our global office base across 3 continents: Asia, Europe and North America. We 

specialize in China sales and marketing, cutting edge XML workflows, and Author & Education 

services. Our powerful publishing tools and experienced staff support clients with project 

management, editorial and educational services. For more information, visit www.charlesworth-

group.com. 
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